GUIDELINES FOR ARGUING

Adapted from H. Norman Wright
•

I will acknowledge that I have a problem rather than blame.

•

I will not procrastinate before sharing how I feel.

•

I will pinpoint the reason for my annoyances and organize my thoughts before I share
them.

•

I will stick with one specific issue and not change the subject.

•

I will consider the consequences of what I say before I say it.

•

I will not use words like always, all the time, everyone, never, etc. That is black and white
thinking.

•

I will take a "time out'' if I find myself starting to yell or lose control.

•

I will be willing to make a personal sacrifice by listening even though I disagree. I need to

remind myself that listening is not necessarily a sign of agreeing.
•

I will not interrupt the other person when they are talking and will consider the information
lost if I do.

• It is important to be concise and to the point. It is not fair to take advantage by drawing
out the discussion.
•

I will carefully listen to the other person without "thinking up a defense" so that I will be
able to validate what they said.
I will be willing to report back what the other person said if they feel I was not listening.
I will not bring up past failures of the other person during the course of an argument. That
only cripples the other person from growing and developing. I will ask for forgiveness
immediately if I do.
I will be willing to talk or listen without outside distraction like the 1V or radio.

Fair fighting: Ground rules
Remain calm. Try not to overreact to difficult situations. By remaining calm it will
be more likely that others will consider your viewpoint.
Express feelings in words, not actions. Telling someone directly and honestly
how you feel can be a very powerful form of communication. If you start to feel so
angry or upset that you feel you may lose control, take a "time out" and do
something to help yourself feel steadier.
Be specific about what is bothering you. Vague complaints are hard to work on.
Deal with only one issue at a time. Don't introduce other topics until each is fully
discussed. This avoids the "kitchen sink" effect where people throw in all their
complaints while not allowing anything to be resolved.
No "hitting below the belt." Attacking areas of personal sensitivity creates an
atmosphere of distrust, anger, and vulnerability.
Avoid accusations. Accusations will cause others to defend themselves. Instead,
talk about how someone's actions made you feel
Don't generalize. Avoid words like "never" or "always." Such generalizations are
usually inaccurate and will heighten tensions.

Avoid "make believe." Exaggerating or inventing a complaint - or your feelings
about it - will prevent the real issues from surfacing. Stick with the facts and your
honest feelings.
Don't stockpile. Storing up lots of grievances and hurt feelings over time is
counterproductive. It's almost impossible to deal with numerous old problems for
which interpretations may differ. Try to deal with problems as they arise.

Avoid clamming up. When one person becomes silent and stops responding to the
other, frust.r ation and anger can result. Positive results can only be attained with
two-way communication.

Source: The Counseling & Mental Health Center at The University of Texas at Austin

THE FIVE LOVE LANGUAGES

I feel especially loved when people express how grateful they are for me, and for
the simple, everyday things I do.
I feel especially loved when a person gives me undivided attention and spends
time alone with me.
I feel especially loved by someone who brings me gifts and other tangible
expressions of love.
I feel especially loved when someone pitches in to help me, perhaps by running
errands or taking on my household chores.
I feel especially loved when a person expresses feelings for me through physical
contact.

THE FIVE LANGUAGES OF APOLOGY
I am able to accept an apology from someone who expresses regret simply by
saying, "I'm sorry."
When I am offered an apology, I long to hear the words "I was wrong."
I find an apology most sincere when the person who has wronged me takes
action to make it right.

o I find an apology most sincere when followed by a promise to change, with the
offending person saying, "I'll try not to do that again."
I find an apology most sincere when the other party places great importance on
asking for my forgiveness.

Source: The 5 Love Languages, book by Gary Chapman

Conntering: A pervasive pattern of disagreeing.
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Disconnting: Making light of feelings/situations that are important to
son1eone else.

I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Verbal Abuse Disguised as Jokes: Making critical remarks about someone
in a joking way or tone of voice.

I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Blocking and Diverting: Preventing the discussion of an issue by changing the
subject.
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Accusing and Blaming: Blaming someone else for your feelings and/ or
behavior.
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Judging and Criticizing: Criticizing another person in a way that is sarcastic
and/ or disrespectful.

I struggle with this _ _ __ My spouse does this _ _ __
TrivjaHzing: Minimizing the accomplishments and/ or events that are
significant to someone else.

I struggle ~th thi_s _ _ _ _ · My spouse does this _ _ __

Undermining: Comments that convey that another is incompetent in some
way.

I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Threatening: Making threatening remarks, "If you do X, I'll do Y."
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Name Calling:

I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Forgetting: Consistently forgetting what was said in a previous interaction.
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Ordering: Telling someone what to do instead of asking them if they will do it.
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Denial: Denying doing something that you did. "I never said that."

I struggle with this_....___ My spouse does this _ _ __

Withdrawing: Giving someone the silent treatment or giving one-word
answers; shutting someone out.
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __

Abusive Anger: Yelling, raging, ranting, or expressing anger physically.
I struggle with this _ _ __

My spouse does this _ _ __
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MIRROR

MIRROR

What your afraid of is ...•..

Your frustrated because ......

RECEIVER

RESTRUCTURIN.G FRUSTRATIONS BEHAVIOR CHANGE REQUESTS
BEHAVIOR CHANGE REQUEST

MIRROR

You are hurting so much because......

SENDER

2. What I'm afraid of is..... .
MIRROR

It reminds you of childhood because ......

What I'm frustrated about it... ...

3. What hurts so much about it is......
MIRROR

What you want to happen is ......

1. Frustration

4. And what it reminds me of in childhood is......
MIRROR

Ask that the request to be granted to satisfy the global desire ..

5. GLOBAL DESIRE - What Sender is desiring to happen

MIRROR
GRANT REQUEST, MODIFY, IF NECESSARY

Once you understand what they have said, not agree,_but understand how they can see it that way you say:
WHAT YOU SAID MAKES SENSE TO ME BECAUSE ......

LET ME SEE IF UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU'VE SAID .....
Reflect back what the sender said without interpretation or analysis, then say:
DID I GET IT ALL?
If you missed some, mirror that back and then say:
IS THERE MORE?
When the sender is finished, do a summary and
mirror what they have said.

INTENTIONAL DIALOGUE

LEARN THAT EVERY CRITICISM IS A FRUSTRATION - UNDER EVERY FRUSTRATION IS FEAR, HURT, AND CHILDHOOD WOUNDING

6. BEHAVIOR CHANGE REQUEST

MIRROR

VALIDATE/ CONFIRM

EMPATHIZE/ UNDERSTAND

AND I IMAGINE YOU MIGHT FEEL ......
State a feeling and ask ......
IS THAT In......
Then mirror back whatever they add.

Change Reflection Worksheet
What are you willing to change about yourself? (Whether your spouse changes or not)

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

What I want to receive.

What I am willing to give.
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